
 
 

SPCE’s Cookie Policy 
 

 
The website also uses the following additional cookies: 

Cookie Name Purpose 

Universal 
Analytics 
(Google) 

_ga 
_gali 
_gat_UA-1036645-
1 
_gid 

These cookies are used to collect information about how visitors 
use our website. We use the information to compile reports and to 
help us improve the website. The cookies collect information in an 
anonymous form, including the number of visitors to the website 
and blog, where visitors have come to the website from and the 
pages they visited. 
 
Read Google's overview of privacy and safeguarding data 

Cloudflare __cfduid The "__cfduid" cookie is set by the CloudFlare service to identify 
trusted web traffic. It does not correspond to any user id in the web 
application, nor does the cookie store any personally identifiable 
information. 
 
Read Cloudflare’s documentation here 

Facebook fr 
datr 
reg_ext_ref 
reg_fb_gate 
reg_fb_ref 
sb 
wd 

Authentication 
Facebook uses cookies to verify your Facebook account and 
determine when you're logged in so we can make it easier for you 
to access the Facebook Products and show you the appropriate 
experience and features. 
 
Security, site and product integrity 
Facebook uses cookies to help Facebook keep your account, data 
and the Facebook Products safe and secure. 
Facebook also use cookies to combat activity that violates our 
policies or otherwise degrades our ability to provide the Facebook 
Products. 
 
Advertising, recommendations, insights and measurement 
Facebook uses cookies to help Facebook show ads and to make 
recommendations for businesses and other organisations to 
people who may be interested in the products, services or causes 
they promote. 
 
Facebook also uses cookies to help measure the performance of 
ad campaigns for businesses that use the Facebook Products. 
 
Cookies help Facebook serve and measure ads across different 
browsers and devices used by the same person. 
 
Cookies also allow Facebook to provide insights about the people 
who use the Facebook Products, as well as the people who 
interact with the ads, websites and apps of Facebook’s advertisers 
and the businesses that use the Facebook Products. 



 
Facebook also use cookies to help you opt out of seeing ads from 
Facebook based on your activity on third-party websites. 
 
Learn more here about the information we receive, how we decide 
which ads to show you on and off the Facebook Products and the 
controls that are available to you. 
 
Site features and services 
 
Facebook uses cookies to enable the functionality that helps us 
provide the Facebook Products. 
 
Facebook also use cookies to help provide you with content 
relevant to your locale. 
 
Performance 
Facebook uses cookies to provide you with the best experience 
possible. 
 
Analytics and research 
Facebook uses cookies to better understand how people use the 
Facebook Products so that they can improve them. 
 
Read Facebook’s documentation here 

Wix 

 

svSession Identifies unique visitors and tracks a visitor’s sessions on a site 
(persistent) for further information on Wix see here 

smSession Identifies logged in site members so that they can stay logged in 
(length 2 weeks) for further information on Wix see here 

Security 
TSxxxxxxxx_d 
Security 
TSxxxxxxxx  
XSRF-TOKEN 
hs 
 

Security cookies, persistent in nature and to assist in keeping 
users of the site secure for further information on Wix cookies see 
here 

 


